I N T R O D U C T I O N This paper considers the problem of estimating derivatives of expectations from realizations t h a t are discontinuous functions of the p a r a m e t e r of differentiation. It is known t h a t --in its simplest form --the m e t h o d of infinitesimal pertur-
bation analysis (IPA) can only be applied in cases where the realizations are continuous ]n the p a r a m e t e r (see [4] for a discussion of the role of continuity in IPA). Here, we develop two modifications of IPA t h a t "smooth" discontinuities in order to obtain unbiased derivative estimates.
To motivate the problem of discontinuities, let Zt(O) be a parametric family of processes on a discrete state space S.
For f a real-valued function on S, a n d fixed tll) 0 define the terminal reward R(O) = f(Zq (0)).
Depending on what Zt a n d f represent, E[R(0)] could be, for example, a m e a n queue length at t/, or the probability t h a t some s y s t e m is still functioning at t]. Suppose 
we want to estimate dE[R(O)]/dO. T h e IPA estimate is Re(O) = dR(O)/dO.
But since Zq (0) takes only discrete values, the same is true of R(0); hence Re(O) = 0 wherever it exists. As a function of 0, R is (at best) piecewise constant. The "sample deriva- This situation should be contrasted with t h a t of cumulative reward given by
L(O) = g(Z,(O))dt.
(21
Since L takes on a c o n t i n u u m of values, it cannot be a priori declared discontinuous the way R can. In fact, a variety of conditions on Zt(0) ensure t h a t E[L'(0)] = E[L(0)]'; some are considered in [4] , [5] a n d [6] .
To deal with (1) a n d similar problems we consider two s m o o t h i n g techniques. B o t h use conditional expectations, b u t in different ways. T h e first is an application of smoothed perturbation analysis (SPA) as developed in Gong and Ho [8] a n d G l a s s e r m a n a n d Gong [7] . Roughly speaking, SPA uses an estimate of the form E[R(0)I~]' where ~ is determined by
{Zt (0), t > 0}. T h e condition ~ is chosen so t h a t E[R(t~+h)l~]
is continuous in h. We apply SPA to (1), after considering simpler problems. Our second approach to s m o o t h i n g uses Dynkin's formula to convert (1) to (2) a n d t h e n applies IPA.
While the two m e t h o d s are, in general, distinct, we identify a small class of problems for which b o t h yield the same estimator.
Previous work on calculating dE[R(O)]/dO (when Zt(O) is
Markov) includes the numerical m e t h o d in Heidelberger a n d
Goyal [9] , and the numerical a n d simulation m e t h o d s considered in Fox [2] . (See also other references in [2] .) These papers partly motivated our work. Our approach based on Dynkln's formula has close ties to the elegant c o m p e n s a t o r m e t h o d introduced (earlier, independently) by Zazanis [11] via the single-server queue.
S P A : T H E B A S I C I D E A
Let "7(0) be a random, piecewise c o n s t a n t function taking only the values Xl .... , x m . (Think of "7(0) as tlle outcome of a simulation conducted at the p a r a m e t e r value 0, in a situation where re-running the simulation using c o m m o n r a n d o m n u m b e r s with 0 slightly p e r t u r b e d m a y not change the value
If the limit a n d the outer expectation can be interchanged, this becomes
)=1
is an unbiased estimate of E[3`(0)]'. Bringing the limit fully inside the expectation in (3) (instead of only partially) would yield the uninteresting estimate "yl(0) = 0.
The estimate in (5) requires calculation of q(xi,xj) (whereas 3'(0) is generated from simulation) which can be difficult. Evaluation of the limit in (4) is generally facilitated by conditioning on more information. Suppose, then, that = {(0) represents additional information available through simulation (including 3'(0) --i.e., 3` E a(~)), and let
Q(xj;() = lim 1-P('t(O + h) = xjl(). (6) hi0
Proceeding as in (3)- (5) 
~P(X(O) < t) = OoF(t,O),
when the dependence of X on 0 is via
If we set 3
We condition on 3`(0). Since X is decreasing in O, when ~(0) = 1 no increase in 0 can change the value of "y; hence, when ~(0) = 1 the estimate is zero. When 'y(0) = 0, we need to differentiate the rate at which it jumps to one:
where f is the density of F. The relation (9) implies that dX/dO = -X/O, so this could be expressed as
-Y(t, e)
(the second factor is the derivative of X evaluated at X = t).
This jump rate has a simple interpretation which extends to more general cases: The first factor is the "probability" that X is infinitesimally greater than t, given that it is greater than t; when multiplied by -dX/dO (evaluated at X = t) this yields the rate at which X and t change order.
To obtain the full estimate, we note that this order change can only occur when X(O) > t, and when it occurs, ~ jumps from 0 to 1, yielding an effect of [1 -0] = +1. Thus, we get
Furthermore, noting that (9) implies F(x, O) = F(xO, 1), differentiation shows that X admits the inversion representation
dO
OxF(X, O)
Substituting (11) into (10) and taking the expectation we get
f(t,O) ( OoF(t,O) ) = OoF(t,O) (1-F(t'O))l-F(t,O) \ f(t,O) ]
which is, of course, what we wanted.
Consider, next, a modification of the problem above in which we try to estimate d ~P(X~(0) < x~(0)).
Let ia and i2 be, respectively, the indices of the smaller and the larger of the Xi(O). We condition on ~ = (il,Xi~) and consider the rate at which Xa and X2 change order:
02) hi0 n
Suppose there are functions Di, i = 1,2 such that
(more on this condition below). Formally, proceeding as above, we obtain the estimate
the [.]+ term is the rate at which the Xi change order, given that Xi2 is just greater than X 6 . The "+" arises from the fact that as h I 0, the conditional probability in (12) is zero unless Xix is increasing faster than Xi2. Justification of this limit requires some elaboration on the dependence of the Xi on 0. This will be carried out in the next section.
A CLASS OFF NETWORK PROBLEMS
We now extend the examples of the previous section to some functions of the form
where F maps R n to a finite set, and the Xi(O) are independent. The situation we have in mind is one in which F represents a network property and the Xi are stochastic capacities, arc lengths or lifetimes; but this interpretation is not essential. Let il,...,in be order indices for the Xi:
We restrict attention to F determined by a function g via
As an example, take the Xi to be component lifetimes in a system that functions so long as at least one component in each of a collection of fixed subsets C a functions. Then if g is the indicator of the event Xk = rain max Xi, j iEcj E [7] is the probability that the system ultimately fails due to failure of component k. Other types of F can be handled using sinfilar techniques.
We begin by taking up in more detail the calculation of Q(.; .), imposing the following provisional conditions:
(AI').
Each Xi is, with probability one, a differentiable function of 0.
(
A2'). Each Xi(O) has a density fi(.,O) (with cdf Fi(.,O)).
For some of our calculations we will need a strengthening of (AI') which generalizes (9) . Fix a nominal value of 0 and suppose there is a function 4Pl such that
Think of ~i as the general solution to the differential equa-
tion specified by (13). Note that ~i(x,O) --x, and
Oh~i(
Also, if ~i has an inverse (with respect to its second argument), then (17) shows that it is given by 4p~-l(.,h) = ~i(.,-h).
We impose (A1). For each Xi there is a ~i satisfying (17) which is continuously differentiable in both arguments and strictly monotonic in the second argument throughout a neighborhood of 0.
Though somewhat unintuitive, (A1) is fairly general, especially when (AI') is known to hold. (A candidate qb is provided by the solution to (11) .) To show how (A1) is used, we return to (12). We can rewrite it as
• ,~ (% (x. (e), h), -h) > Xi~ if),
and zero otherwise. Unless (19) holds for all sufficiently small h > 0, the limit is zero. When (19) does hold for all small h, the chain rule yields
Note that h appears in both arguments of ~i~. The derivative can be expressed as
since the middle terms cancel. If (])1 and ~2 are C 1 , we can take the limit as h J. 0 separately for h in the first and second arguments of ffPi2 to get
Equation (18) now shows that this is
dXi --"--Lx --Dia (Xq ). dO
Combining this with the case where (19) does not hold for all small h yields (14).
We now apply similar ideas to 7 as defined via F and g in (15) and (16). Since g could, in general, take up to n! different values, derivation of an SPA estimate for dE [7(O) Equality is obtained by dividing the right side by its integral (over 0 _< t < oo) to make it a probability density. Deterruination of this type of normalization constant is the one non-trivial step in implementing SPA estimates.
We prove unbiasedness of this estimator under two additional conditions, the first a strengthening of (A2'):
(A2). For each i and 0 there is a Ai(0) such that for all 
x _~ O, f,(x,O)l(1 --F~(x,e)) < ~,(o).
Proo]. There are two parts to the proof: showing that our expression for Q(ij; ~j) is correct, and justifying the interchange of the limit and the expectation in o_1 ]
The left side is the derivative of El7(0)]; the right side is the expectation of the estimator. Verification that Q(~;~j) is correct is similar to the example carried out above so we omit it. For the interchange, we bound the probability of a jump:
• P(i(O + h) = ij [~j) < ~P(Xlj(O+h) > Xij+,(O+h)l(j)

] v~j+~ ('~s (~s+~ (x~s, h), -h)) -F~j+~ (X~s)
Applying the mean value theorem and (A2), this is
The numerator is bounded by
IOi s (epij+ x (Xi s, h), -h)-,~is+ x (X,j, h)l+l~ij+ ~ (Xij, h)-Xi s I
Using (21) for each term and simplifying, (22) becomes
1--(e2Bh
Another application of the mean value theorem yields
< .Xij+l (2Bhe2Bh)(xu + 1).
Since E[Xij] < c¢, the dominated convergence theorem now justifies the interchange.
TERMINAL REWARD IN QUEUEING
NETWORKS
We return, now, to the problem described in the introduction, in the special case where Zt(O) is the state (vector of queue lengths) in a closed Jackson-like queueing network.
Through choice of f in (1), E[R(0)] could be, for example, the mean queue length at t/ at a fixed node, or the probability that some node is idle at t].
We use the following notation: (aa(O) ..... a.-l(O),an+l(O) ). If the service times satisfy (AI') and (A2') then
P(a(O+ h) ~An(O)) = o(h).
(23)
In-other words, the probabilty of multiple order chmlges among the service completions is negligible. Our estimator of the derivative of E[Rn(O)] will, therefore, take the form
E Q(a'; ~n)E[f(Yn(O + h)) -f(~'~(O))l~n , a(O + h) = at], a~EA,
where Q(a ;~n) =lim P(a(O+h) = aq~n). 
(O + h) E .An(O) and a(O + h) ¢ a*, then a(O + h) is just a permutation of a(O) and Yn(O + h) = Yn(O). Our estimator therefore reduces to Q(a*; ~.)E[f(Yn(O + h)) -f(Yn(O))[~n,a(O + h) = a*].
If we define Yr~ to be the nth state when an and an+ 1 change order (Yn* E a((n)), we get simply
Q(a*; en)[f(Y,~) -f0~)].
It remains to calculate Q(a*; ~n), which is the rate at which The second factor in Q(a*; ~n) is evaluated using IPA. 
dO ]
Thus, these terms are easily computed as the simulation evolves. 
E [Q(~*; ¢~)[f(y,:) -f(Y.)]] _ gE[R,(e)] dO
The sequences a+ and a-are, respectively, the result of order changes between TN+ 1 and tf, and between rN and tf. If the service times satisfy (AI') and (A2),
P(a(O+ h) ~A(O)) = o(h).
Moreover -F~(9 -~N --x) )-a In the first expression, the product runs over non-idle nodes other than aN+l ; in the second, it runs over those nodes (if any) that initiate a service time at rN.
The following is similar to Theorem 3 of [7] : This (almost) follows from Theorem 1 of [71, which is a result about generalized semi-Markov processes. A condition less general than (A1) and (A3) is used in [7] ; the gap is filled by the argument used to prove Proposition 1.
We now consider the case of R(0) = f(Zt I (8) ). Let Nt be the number of transitions in [0, t] . Denote N 9 simply by N and let a = (as, ...,aN) . Let an denotes the nth event to occur, and ]~ is the nth state visited by the GSMP, the main condition we require is that
Yn not depend on the order of al,..., an. This also happens to be an important condition in applying IPA to cunmlative functionals (like (2)) of GSMPs.
(5.2). The function ffl required by (A1) never appears in the SPA estimator and need not be known explicitly. All that is needed is Di --the derivative of ffi at h ---0. As noted above, a candidate Di is provided by (11) . In practice, the first of these considerations seems to be the more critical one.
TERMINAL REWARD VIA DYNKIN'S
FORMULA
We now describe a different method for estimating the sensitivity of expected terminal reward. Let Zt be a Markov process with infinitesimal generator Q. Dynkin's formula states that if T is a stopping time (for Zt) with finite expectation,
(See, for example, Karlin and Taylor [10] , p.298.) Since Q can be defined by
(24) is reminiscent of the fundamental theorem of calculus.
Taking T = Tn and T = t 1 covers the two cases considered in where, again, both have the same expectation. 
nt! (0)
Fox [2] reports the same order-of-magnitude computational costs for estimating cumulative reward and its derivative as for terminal reward and its derivative, so the transformation is worth considering.
